2012 Ohio South ReCertification Test
Cincinnati District 1
NOTE: More than one answer may be correct for any of the following questions.
1. The ball is out of play when?
A) A foul occurs
B) Play has been stopped by the Referee
C) An Assistant Referee raises his flag and indicates offside
D) The ball leaves the field and goes into touch
E) A player, while dribbling the ball, steps out-of-bounds
F) A goal is scored
G) The Referee accidentally blows his whistle
2. Allowance for time lost may be added?
A) At the end of each half of play
B) Only at the end of the game
C) At the beginning of the second half
D) At the end of an overtime period
3. If a player is hurt, the Referee should?
A) Allow play to continue until the ball goes out of play
B) Stop play immediately
C) Allow the trainer on the field, to attend to the hurt player, while play continues
D) Allow the player to step off the field to be treated, while play continues
4. During the taking of a goal kick, a player kicks the ball straight back into his own goal?
A) A goal is allowed, restart with a kick-off
B) A goal is not allowed and a corner kick is awarded
C) A goal is not allowed and the goal kick is retaken
D) A goal is not allowed, restart with a dropped ball
5. After taking a goal kick, the goalkeeper then re-touches the ball with his hands before it has
traveled outside of the penalty area?
A) A penalty kick is awarded to the opposing team
B) The goal kick is retaken
C) An indirect free kick (IFK) is awarded to the opposing team at spot of the re-touch
6. During the taking of a penalty kick, just before the ball is about to enter the goal, a dog runs on the
field and knocks the ball over the goal line wide of the goal.
A) Award a goal and restart with a kick-off
B) Stop the game and retake the penalty kick
C) Stop the game and restart with a drop ball at the top of the goal area
D) Continue the game and restart with a goal kick
7. A player cannot be considered to be in an offside position if he?
A) Steps off the field of play
B) Puts his hands up to indicate to the Referee that he is not involved with play
C) Is even with the last two opponents
D) Straddles the half-line with one foot in each half of the field
E) Is hurt and lying on the ground near the corner flag
8. The AR raises her flag to signal that an offside offense has occurred, which the referee does not see.
During subsequent play the ball goes off the field over the goal line. A corner kick is awarded and
taken, from which a goal is scored directly. Prior to restarting the game the referee finally sees and
acknowledges the AR’s offside signal. How should the referee proceed?
A) Allow the goal and restart with a kick-off
B) Do not allow the goal and restart with a goal kick
C) Do not allow the goal and restart with an IFK at the spot of the offside offense
D) Either A or C … both can be considered as a correct way to restart the game
E) None of the above

9. During the taking of a dropped ball, the ball hits the ground and quickly rolls directly into the
defending team’s goal without any player touching or playing the ball. The Referee should restart
the game with?
A) Dropped Ball
B) Corner Kick
C) Kick-Off
D) Goal Kick
10. A2 is a player who was in the game at the end of the first half and is being substituted and replaced
by A14 to start the second half. With both teams on the field just prior to the whistle for the kick-off
of the second half, A2, standing on the sideline, spits at a nearby opposing player D4. What should
the referee do?
A) Caution A2 and show him a yellow card
B) Send off A2 and show him a red card
C) Allow A14 to remain in the game and start the second half with Team A at full strength
D) Remove A14 from the field and start the second half with Team A playing short-handed one player
11. As the referee in a 2-0 game you announce that 3-minutes of time will be added due to time lost in
the second half. Without any further delays which options below are acceptable.
A) The end the game must be at the 3-minute mark
B) Additional time may be added for further delays
C) If and when the score becomes 3-0, the game may be ended at any time.
D) The game must continue for at least 3-minutes
E) The game must not go beyond 3-minute and 30-seconds.
F) The game must be concluded before the 4-minute mark.
G) Time may be extended at the end of the add time for the taking of a penalty kick
12. Deliberately handling the ball is an offense that can result in:
A) A Direct Free Kick (DFK)
B) A Penalty Kick
C) A Caution (Yellow Card)
D) A Dropped Ball
E) An Indirect Free Kick (IFK)
F) A Send-Off (Red Card)
13. A player, who previously was given a yellow card for dissent, receives a second yellow card caution
(and subsequently a red card) for interfering with a throw-in by being within two yards of the throw.
The game report must describe the card as given for:
A) Delaying the restart of play
B) Unsporting behavior
C) Failure to respect the required distance
D) Second cautionable offense
E) Dissent
14. A direct free kick (or penalty kick) is awarded during play when? (Note: This question does not
include the goalkeepers.)
A) A player handles the ball
B) The ball hits a player’s arm and it falls to his advantage
C) A player handles the ball deliberately
D) Whenever a player intentionally tries to play the ball, but swings and misses
15. A defending player takes a goal-kick and kicks the ball to his goalkeeper, who is standing outside of
the penalty area. The goalkeeper collects the ball with his feet and dribbles it back inside his penalty
area and picks the ball up in his hands. What action should the Referee take?
A) Stop play and award an indirect free kick
B) Stop play and retake the goal kick
C) Allow play to continue
16. During a corner kick, the ball is placed inside the corner arc, and right on the goal line. The ball does
not come outside of the corner arc, as it is kicked directly out of play over the goal line. The restart
is?
A) Retake the Corner Kick
B) An Indirect Free Kick
C) A Goal Kick

17. While the ball is in play, the goalkeeper strikes an opponent in the area enclosed by the goal line and
the goal nets. The Referee stops play and restarts with a?
A) Dropped ball, where the ball was when play was stopped
B) Penalty Kick
C) Indirect Free Kick where the ball was when play was stopped
18. As
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)

the referee during play, you may apply advantage during which of the following situations?
Any major (DFK) or minor (IFK) foul
Misconduct
An offside infraction where the goalkeeper ends up with the ball
A throw-in
Deliberate handling of the ball

19. The goalkeeper punts the ball and after it leaves the penalty area the ball hits the referee and
rebounds towards the GK’s goal. The GK dives and hits the ball with her hands in a desperate
attempt to prevent the goal, but is unable to stop it from entering the net. The referee should?
A) Restart play with an Indirect Free Kick for the attacking team
B) Allow the goal
C) Award a penalty kick
D) Restart with a dropped ball
E) Send off the GK and show her a red card
F) Restart with a goal kick
G) Allow the GK to continue playing in the game
20. During play a substitute for the defending team runs onto the field and violently tackles an opponent
who is in the penalty area and is about to take a shot. After the referee stops the game what should
she do?
A) Restart the game with a drop ball
B) Caution the substitute and show him a yellow card
C) Send off the substitute and show him a red card.
D) Restart the game with a penalty kick
E) Restart the game with the defending team playing short-handed one player
F) Restart the game with an Indirect Free Kick

